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SUMMARY 
MARS (Multipurpose Advanced Reactor, 
inherently Safe) is a 600 MWth, single loop, 
pressurized light water reactor (PWR), developed 
at the Dept. of Nuclear Engineering and Energy 
Conversion of the University of Rome “La 
Sapienza”. 
The design was focused to a multipurpose reactor 
to be used in high population density areas also 
for industrial heat production and, in particular, for 
water desalting.  
Using the well-proven technology and the 
operation experience of PWRs, the project 
introduces a lot of innovative features hugely 
improving the safety performance while keeping 
the cost of KWh competitive with traditional large 
power plants. 
Extensive use of passive safety, in depth plant 
simplification and decommissioning oriented 
design were the guidelines along the design 
development. 
The latest development in the plant design, in the 
decommissioning aspects and in the experimental 
activities supporting the project are shown in this 
paper. 
 
A Design objectives 
The MARS design mainly refers to “inherently” 
safe operation, relying on natural laws to assure 
protection actions, instead of active systems and 
components. 
In particular, physical laws are used both to detect 
protection requirements and to perform the safety 
action itself. 
 
The main safety-related objectives set for the 
MARS design were: 
- extremely low probability for severe accidents 

causing core melting 
- capability of the plant to manage even 

extremely severe accidents with core melting 
- “insensibility” to human errors 
- no requirement for an external emergency 

plan, even in the case of a severe accident 
- very low levels of doses for operation and 

maintenance personnel 
- easy operation 
 
In addition, the following non-safety related 
objectives were set: 
- use of proven technologies 
- fast and easy assembling and disassembling of 

the whole plant, including components of the 
primary loop 

- plant modularity, allowing the assembling of 
several reactor modules 

- extensive plant simplification 
- suitability for co-generation 
- economic competitiveness with large plants, 

both nuclear and fossil-fueled. 
 
B Reactor description 
The MARS reactor is moderated and cooled by 
pressurized light water (PWR); the nominal core 
thermal power is 600 MW.  
Well-proven technological features of most 
experienced PWRs (geometry and materials of 
fuel rods and of fuel assemblies; layout of the 
primary cooling system; geometry and materials of 
control rods and of control rod drive mechanisms; 
core internals; etc.) have been chosen as basis in 
the design of the primary coolant system. Table 1 
contains the main data of the MARS reactor.  
 

Table 1. MARS reactor characteristic data 
 

Rated power 600 MWth 
Inlet core coolant temperature 214 °C 
Outlet core coolant temperature 254 °C 
Rated pressure 75 bar 
Fuel bundles  89  
Fuel rod array 17 x 17  
Fuel rods per fuel bundle 264  
Fuel rod external diameter 0.95 cm 
Fuel rod active length 260 cm 
Fuel rod pitch 1.26 cm 
Control rod diameter 0.978 cm 
Core heat transfer surface 1823 m2



Core average linear power density 98.2 W/cm 
Core average heat flux 32.9 W/cm2

Core average power density 56.5 kW/liter 
The primary cooling system (Fig. 1) includes one 
loop only with one vertical-axis U-tube steam 
generator and one canned rotor pump.  
Pressure inside the primary cooling system is 
controlled by a large-volume vapor-bubble 
pressurizer.  
On/off valves (primary loop Main Isolation System, 
MIS) are installed in the primary cooling loop, in 
order to isolate, if necessary, the Steam Generator 
and the primary pump (e.g., in the event of a SG 
tube rupture). 
 

 
Fig 1. MARS Primary coolant system 

 
Connected to the reactor vessel is the Safety Core 
Cooling System (SCCS – Fig. 2) that provides  the 
cooling of the core in emergency. 
It is designed to transfer the core decay heat 
directly from the reactor pressure vessel to the 
external environment, without the intervention of 
any energized system or component. 
The system operating principle relies on fluid 
natural circulation and its intervention is passively 
actuated by a reduction in the primary coolant 
flow; a cascade of three circuits provides 
redundant barriers between activated reactor 
coolant and external environment. 
The final heat sink of the SCCS is an atmospheric-
pressure condenser cooled by external air in 
natural convection, avoiding any pressure control 
system and any energized system in the final heat 
sink. 
 

During normal operation, the flow in the SCCS 
primary loop is inhibited by a special check-valve 
(Fig. 3) that automatically, and passively, opens 
when the primary coolant flow decreases under a 
set value. 

       
 

Fig 2. SCCS scheme and innovative check 
valve  

 
The primary cooling system and the primary loop 
of the safety core cooling system are enveloped 
by a pressurized containment, filled with water at 
the same pressure as the primary coolant, but at a 
lower temperature (about 70 °C) called CPP 
(pressurized Containment for Primary loop 
Protection – Fig. 3) which eliminates the primary 
stresses on the primary coolant boundary. 
The CPP practically eliminates the possibility of 
LOCAs and Control Rod Ejection accidents.  
 
The inclusion of the primary coolant system  inside 
the CPP  requires thermal insulation to reduce 
heat losses from the primary coolant system. An 
insulating system has been designed on the 
external side of the whole primary coolant 
boundary (excluding the pressure vessel lower 
head), taking into account the presence of the 
pressurized water. 
The pressure vessel lower head is, instead, 
internally insulated using  stagnant water devices, 
to allow the external coolability in case of core 
melting. 
 
The presence of the low temperature water in the 
CPP, even with the insulating system, causes 
losses of about 0.3% of the reactor thermal power. 
 
On the other hand, the absence of primary stress 
due to pressure differences allows the adoption of 
flanged, leak-free, connections between 



components and piping, instead of welding 
techniques traditionally used in primary loops. 
This solution makes assembling and 
disassembling operations absolutely easier and 
faster than in traditional PWRs. 

 
 

Fig 3. MARS CPP 
 
The presence of cold water outside the reactor 
vessel also allows to deal with severe accidents 
guaranteeing the in-vessel cooling of molten 
corium. 
 
A passive scram system (called ATSS – Fig. 4) 
has been introduced in addition to the traditional 
scram system; the ATSS, whose working principle 
is based on differential thermal expansion of a bi-
metallic sensor, is directly actuated by any 
excessive temperature rise inside the reactor core 
and eliminates the consequences of ATWS. 
 
Large safety margins in thermalhydraulic design 
(low thermal flux, low power density, etc.) have 
been adopted in order to make the thermal crisis 
impossible (the minimum DNBR is higher then 5). 
 
The primary coolant inventory is quite greater than 
in traditional PWRs (referred to core power), so 
the primary loop shows a large thermal inertia; this 
makes all thermal transients (even accidental 
transients) very slow. 
 
The pressure in the primary system has been 
chosen equal to 75 bar.  
This choice, which leads to a loss in 
thermodynamic efficiency of the plant, has 
nevertheless allowed the adoption of the CPP, 
substantially eliminating the possibility of loss-of-
coolant accidents and allowing the adoption of 
flanged connections in the primary loop 
components and piping. 
 

The low operating temperature (254°C max) also 
allows to reduce damage probability in materials; 
for example, corrosion crack and intergranular 
attack have never been experienced in Inconel 
600 steam generator tubes operating at 
temperature lower than 300°C, with the practical 
elimination of SGTR accidents. 
 
 

       
 

Fig 4. ATSS scheme and mechanical detail 
 
 
Also the design of the reactor building has been 
completely innovated (Fig. 5). 
 
In particular, an extensive use of bolted steel 
structures has been introduced for components 
support and for working floors. A new design has 
been developed for the biological shield, made 
with steel boxes filled with paraffin. 
 
This choice allows to reduce plant erection cost 
and time that makes the final plant dismounting 
easier. 
 
Several experimental campaigns, mainly regarding 
natural circulation and transients in the SCCS 
loops, the reliability of the special check-valve, the 
performances of the atmospheric-pressure 
condenser and of the ATSS devices, demonstrate 
the validity and the high reliability of adopted 
solutions. 
 
C Probabilistic safety assessment 
A complete safety analysis of the MARS nuclear 
plant was performed to verify its capability to face 
accidental conditions. 
The analysis was focused to identify and to 
analyze any possible situations (accidental 
sequences) potentially leading to failure of core 
coolability. 



In particular, through an HAZOP (HAZard and 
OPerability) analysis all initiating events leading to 
variations of thermal-hydraulic parameters in the 
core were identified. The identified events were 
then compared with events listed in NRC-RG 1.70 
and a critical analysis of differences was 
performed. 
 

 

 
 

Fig 5. MARS Building section and plan 
 

 
All possible sequences borne by the identified 
initiating events were identified by means of an 
extensive event tree analysis. 
The probabilistic evaluation of each sequence was 
performed using the fault tree analysis. 
 
The thermal-hydraulic evolution of all identified 
accidental sequences was analyzed using 
qualified thermal-hydraulic programs to point out 
consequences on core coolability. 
 
Fig. 6 shows the results of PSA: the maximum 
probability of core damage is equal to 2E-8 

events/year and refers to degradation in the heat 
transfer capacity of the steam generator. 
 
Even if the maximum core damage probability is 
less than the probability of ultra-catastrophic 
natural events (the probability of a meteorite 
impact on a big city is about 1.E-7), this event has 
been considered to evaluate the capability of the 
plant to face it. 
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Fig 6. Maximum core damage probabilities 
 
In particular thermal-mechanic analyses show that 
the reactor vessel of the MARS plant is able to 
guarantee the in-vessel confinement and cooling 
of the corium produced by the melting of 60% of 
core and vessel internals by means of the water 
contained in the CPP. 
 
To make the in-vessel corium cooling possible an 
automatic (and possibly passive) depressurization 
system for the CPP is required; the design of such 
system is in progress. 
 
D Radioactive Wastes 
MARS plant is characterized by a very low 
radioactive contamination of the primary coolant 
and by an extremely low production of radioactive 
wastes. 
 
In fact, the low temperature of the fuel rods in the 
MARS core allows a strong retention of fission 
products within the rods themselves (thanks to the 
huge reduction in fission products diffusion inside 
the fuel matrix); also the low operating 
temperature of primary coolant allows to limit 
stress on fuel cladding, whose eventual damage is 
highly reduced with respect to traditional PWRs. 
 



The selected structural materials (extensive use of 
stainless steel, elimination of cobalt alloys, etc.) 
allow to limit the coolant contamination; in 
addition, the low operating temperature also 
reduces the oxidation of all materials that 
physically interface the reactor coolant. 
 
More, the physical impossibility of fast thermal 
transients limits thermal stresses on materials and  
their oxide coating, so that crud detachment is 
strongly reduced. 
 
The amount of radioactive streams to be treated in 
the MARS plant is reduced to 80% of the 
corresponding value in traditional PWRs (with the 
same thermal power), while streams average 
contamination is reduced to 5% only of the value 
in traditional PWRs (at equal thermal power.)  
 
Solid wastes produced in the plant have a volume 
reduced by a factor 10 with respect to traditional 
PWRs (obviously, referred to the same thermal 
power). 
 
E Plant simplification 
The whole design of MARS Plant has been aimed 
at strongly simplifying the plant layout, the 
components construction and assembling on the 
site in order to reduce construction time and costs 
(to make the plant competitive with larger, 
traditional ones) and to make plant 
decommissioning easy, fast and cheap. 
In particular, the following aspects were relevant 
for circuits simplification: 
- the selected plant characteristics (specific 

power, temperature, pressure, thermal inertia, 
etc.) allowed to simplify all non safety-related 
auxiliary systems, thank to the reduced 
performances required; 

- the extensive use of passive systems to 
assure plant safety allowed to eliminate some 
traditional safety-related auxiliary systems 
(e.g. injection systems) or to strongly simplify 
other ones, reducing the number of redundant 
components (e.g. boron emergency 
shutdown); 

- the selected plant power allowed to reduce the 
size of main components, making them easy 
to construct, to assemble and to disassemble; 

- the strong reduction of radioactive streams 
and of their contamination allowed to simplify 
waste treatment systems; 

- the low boron content into the primary coolant 
allowed to simplify boron systems; 

- the adoption of an innovative design for all big 
components (SG, Pressure Vessel) allowed 

the possibility of their easy and fast 
construction, assembling and disassembling; 

- the adoption of flanged connections for all 
components and piping, also in the primary 
loop, allowed to simplify plant erection; 

- the adoption of metal structures to support 
components, to build the working floors and 
the biological screen, has allowed to limit the 
amount of concrete in the plant, simplifying 
and speeding the construction phase. 

 
As a result of this effort, the number of main 
components (pumps, valves, tanks, etc.) in the 
MARS plant is reduced to about 50% of traditional 
PWRs, and the buildings volume is reduced to a  
similar factor. 
 
Also the plant construction time is reduced to less 
than 4 years. 
  
F Economic competitiveness 
To make the MARS plant appealing from the 
market’s point of view,  it was necessary to make 
its construction, operation and maintenance costs 
comparable with competitors plants (both nuclear 
and fossil-fueled). 
 
This was achieved thanks to the described plant 
simplification and also to simplification in plant 
operation and maintenance. 
 
A detailed analysis of electric energy costs 
production through a 450 MWe nuclear power 
station equipped with 3 PWR MARS reactors was 
performed. This analysis demonstrated the 
competitiveness of this type of plant for the 
production of electric energy. 
 
Table 2 shows the direct construction costs of 
plant (referred to year 2000), splitted in 36 macro-
systems (for each one a detailed cost analysis 
was performed). 
 
A specific direct cost of about 1840 Euro/kWe was 
obtained, quite similar to the direct construction 
cost of cheapest large traditional PWRs, in spite of  
the unfavorable scale factor. 
The specific indirect construction costs has been 
assessed to about 330 Euro/kWe. 
 
The cost of produced energy depends on financial 
conditions (rate, debt repayment period) and on 
load factor. Fig 7 shows the cost of energy in the 
case of only electric production for two rates (5% 
and 7%) as function of the period of debt 
repayment for a load factor of 85% (even if a load 



factor up to 95% is possible for MARS plant) 
during the debt repayment period. 
 
For a rate equal to 5%, the production cost of the 
kWh is equal to 0.039 Euro, in the hypothesis of 
debt service over a 20 year period, and to 0.014 
Euro, in the hypothesis of the debt service over 30 
years. 
 

Table 2 – Direct construction cost of a 450 
MWe power station (3 MARS units) 

 
System Cost  

(k Euro) 
Buildings  68,638
HVAC systems 11,528
Closed circuit water cooling system and main 
condenser 

40,826

Control rod systems 9,144
Fuel handling and storage system 8,869
Reactor coolant system (RCS) 125,502
Pressurized containment for primary loop 
protection (CPP) 

66,232

Safety core cooling system (SCCS) 13,216
Main RCS auxiliaries 10,272
CPP auxiliaries 4,808
Reactor auxiliaries 9,889
Containment building safeguards 929
Radwaste system 2,653
Turbine 110,313
Condensate system 30,820
Feedwater system 14,389
Main steam system 13,837
Electric power station 53,527
Protection systems 1,962
Control systems 9,636
Plant supervising system 10,221
Environmental monitoring system 522
Plant monitoring system 2,047
Electric boards and panels 7,176
Neutron monitoring system 2,278
Demineralized water system 359
Auxiliary steam system 286
Instrumentation air system 889
BOP fire protection system 137
Elevators and lighting system 6,956
Common services common buildings 14,273
Condenser cooling water system 48,461
Minor RCS auxiliaries 15,912
Turbo-alternator lubricating system 162
Plant electrical system 20,252
Other plant auxiliaries 16,510

Total 753,429
 
It should be pointed out that the technical life of 
MARS plant is much longer than the debt 
repayment period since every component, when 
reaching the end of its technical life, may be easily 
and cheaply replaced. 
 
During this life-extension period, the produced 
energy cost is due to operation and maintenance 

costs only and, also taking into account the cost of 
the largest components substitution (i.e. pressure 
vessel and steam generator), is reduced to about 
one third of the energy cost during the mortgage 
period. 
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Fig. 7  - Average cost of kWh during debt 

service period vs debt service period duration  
 
G Decommissioning oriented design 
The big effort produced for plant construction and 
erection simplification has produced as a parallel, 
but absolutely not secondary, result: a huge 
simplification for all decommissioning activities. 
 
The most relevant feature of MARS plant affecting 
decommissioning concerns the adoption of 
flanged connections in the primary loop. This, 
besides allowing the easy dismount of each 
component (even SG and Pressure Vessel) for 
maintenance or substitution, makes all 
disassembly operations the reverse of the 
assembling operations. 
 
In the MARS plant decommissioning the adoption 
of innovative or dedicated techniques or of special 
equipment is not necessary; in particular, the 
cutting of large thickness components is not 
required, thus hugely simplifying the dismounting 
operations and reducing  the wastes. 
 
In addition, the reduced size of all components 
(the biggest ones may be also disassembled in 
transportable sub-components) makes them easily 
removable. 
 
The general plant simplification allows a huge 
reduction, up to 50% in comparison with a same 
size traditional plant, of the number of 
contaminated or activated components, with the 
correspondent reduction of the amount of 
radioactive materials; in addition, the selected 
structural materials, together with the use of a 



more clean primary coolant allows a reduction in 
total and specific activation of contaminated 
materials. 
 
Last, but not least, the presence, inside the MARS 
containment building, of only steel structures 
(working floors, shields, etc. are made with steel 
frames) allows to dismount the plant completely, 
leaving a “clean” building to be demolished or 
reused for other purposes. 
 
Needless to say that contaminated or activated 
metal pieces may be melted, producing compact 
wastes ready for storage, while all the clean steel 
may be re-used. 
 
In particular, in fig. 8 the disassembling of the 
steam generator is shown; one can note the 
possibility of a sub-disassembling of the SG, first 
the upper shell is removed and transferred outside 
the reactor building, than the lower shell and the 
tube bundle may be removed. 
 
Fig. 9 shows the dismounting phases for the 
pressure vessel. 
 
A detailed analysis of MARS decommissioning 
costs is in progress; the preliminary results of this 
analysis shows the possibility to keep 
decommissioning direct costs lower than 10% of 
direct construction cost, instead of 15-20% 
computed by OECD for traditional nuclear  power 
plants. 
 

 
Fig 8. Steam Generator disassembling 

 
Fig 9. Pressure vessel disassembling 

 
H Experimental activities supporting the 

project 
In the case of the MARS reactor experimental 
activities have a secondary importance because 
this plant is based on consolidated, well proven, 
traditional engineered solutions. The innovative 
parts of the MARS design regard the performance 
of hydraulic circuits whose operation is based on 
physical laws. 
Nevertheless several experimental activity have 
been carried out in order to show the effect of 
adopted solution and to obtain validation of sizing 
parameters. 
 
In particular an experimental facility (called 
MORIS) was built at the ENEA research centre of 
Casaccia at the beginning of the plant design to 
simulate the general thermalhydraulic behavior of 
the MARS primary cooling system and of the 
emergency core cooling system.  

 
Fig 10. Scheme of MORIS  facility 

 
In the same laboratories, the innovative check 
valve developed and designed for application in 
the safety core cooling system (SCCS) was 
successfully tested, in the experimental facility 
CIVAP . 



 

 
Fig 11. SCCS special check-valve prototype 

and CIVAP loop 
 
At the Dep. of Nuclear Engineering and Energy 
Conversion of the University of Rome “La 
Sapienza” the QUSCOS program was carried out 
to evaluate the effect of the shape and of the 
material characteristics of the heat exchanger 
located inside the SCCS pool on its performances. 

Fig 12. QUSCOS facilities 
 
At the same department the COTINCO program 
was carried out to evaluate the effect of non 
condensable gases on the performances of the 
atmospheric condenser of the SCCS. 
 

Fig 13. COTINCO facility 
 
In the same laboratories the ITASCO facility was 
erected to evaluate the effect of tubes 
characteristics on performances of the 
atmospheric condenser of the SCCS. 
 
A large scale (about 15m height) facility (called 
NICOLE) has been built at the ENEA research 
centre of Casaccia to study phenomena related to 
natural circulation in the primary loop and boiling 
and condensation in the pool loop; the facility 
includes the cooling tower and the atmospheric 
pressure condenser; an experimental campaign 
focused to analyze main operational condition of 
MARS plant, including transient conditions, is 
being developed. 

 
 

Fig 14. ITASCO facility 
 

Fig 15. NICOLE facility 
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